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KNOCKOUTS SET TO
BEGIN TODAY
Today will see the first of the
knockout games start as the
Mixed division moves into the
next part of the competition.
There’s one more round of pool
games this morning, but they’ll
move into the crucial fourth vs
fifth crossover games in the
afternoon.
The Men’s and Women’s
divisions will progress to power
pools today, with teams fighting

for position ahead of the prequarters. The bottom two in the
upper
power
pools
will
crossover with the top two
teams in the lower pools in both
divisions, giving most teams in
the competition a chance to get
back into contention for a
quarter-final spot.
There are some excellent
teams
looking
for
the
opportunity to come back up
into the bracket. Flying Angels
Bern (SUI) lost out in a
universe-point game on a place
in the upper power pools so will

be determined to fight their way
back up, while Traffic (CAN)
and Ellipsis (AUS) both lost
very close games too and have
the kind of pedigree to suggest
they could earn a chance to get
themselves
back
into
contention.
The weather looks to be warm
again today, so please make
sure you continue to follow the
advice from yesterday; keep
drinking water, make sure you
get out of the sun and bring ice
and cold towels with you!

MEET THE CITIZENS
JOANNA ALLEN, RESIDENT, LEBANON

What’s the best thing about Lebanon?
The best thing about Lebanon is definitely where I work, the
Village Ice Cream Parlor. Lebanon is also a pretty historic place
so it’s nice to come downtown and just see all of the history that’s
here.
If you could visit anywhere in the world, where would it be?
Probably Denmark. I’ve always heard stories from my cousin,
who travels around the world, and he’s said really good things
about Denmark so I’d love to go there.

GAMES OF THE DAY
MEN’S DIVISION

Wildcat (NZL) vs Hot Chilly
(AUS) – field 13, 13:00
Two teams that should know
each other fairly well fighting it
out for top of the pool.
WOMEN’S DIVISION

Revolution (COL) vs Molly
Brown (USA) – field 22, 17:00
The first look at the Colombian
stars against a US power. The
Manuela Cardenas derby.
MIXED DIVISION

Voltaje (COL) vs Pie Wagon
(AUS) – field 20, 09:00
One of several games for
second place in the pool at this
time.

The town of Lebanon is all set up for players from WUCC to
visit, and the train service starts tomorrow morning. Trains will
run every hour, on the hour from 11:00 and will return every
hour, on the half hour starting at 11:30. There’s also an
Instagram Tour including bars, restaurants, historic local
locations and the excellent Village Ice Cream Parlor, where the
staff are excited to meet new people from across the world!

